
WEEK FOUR                                                                                                                               

BIBLE STUDY 7 (pp.  68-ff)                                                                                                            
Theme:  New and Emerging Forms of Church     Acts 11:19-26     

Book of Acts – Story of a new church taking shape.  In our passage, when faith shared with a 

new people, a church was born.   When Jews in Jerusalem learned of new church in Antioch, 

they sent Barnabas to see what was going on!  He was very excited at what he saw; he & Saul 

even go there to teach.   In Antioch – a new language, new place, new name! “Old & new, order 

& freedom used to birth a new church in a new place.” 

Book Reflection:   FE can co-exist with traditional church and even complement it.                                                                                                                              

Many churches preoccupied with their weaknesses; many act as if there were no risen Lord!                                                                                                                                 

If we could leave BF one Sunday and meet people not in church, where could we go?  

Vocabulary                                                                                                                                                          

Mixed economy of Church  - includes traditional & nontraditional; there is fellowship in & 

outside church; blend of “what has been” with “what will be.”                                                                                                                             

Traditional Innovation – Tradition and innovation in tension; often results in feeling of being 

stuck.                                                                                                                                                     \ 

Final Thoughts:  How open/receptive are we, or would BF be, to “expressing our church in 

more than one form?”  Are we able to incorporate “disruptive innovation” in our church? 

BIBLE STUDY 8 (pp. 76-ff)                                                                                                                        
Theme: From “Mixed Economy” to “Mixed Ecology” of Church     Matthew 13:1-9      

Parable of soils:  Farmer could have planted all seeds in good soil but planted some in rocky soil.   

Could a deeper meaning of story be that we should “plant” the Gospel everywhere???    Could 

we be called to be “foolish farmers?” 

Book Reflection   Indwelling of God is not invitation to settle down but a call to mission.  

“Mixed ecology” may be better term than “mixed economy.”  Consider “faithful” and “fruitful” 

-  faithful in doctrine, values, teachings of Jesus; fruitful in attendance, giving, new members, 

service.   Matt. 20; Mark 4; John 15 speak to these 2 terms & could be helpful in ministering to 

dechurched.   What happens to seed when it is planted is ultimately the work of the Master 

Gardner.  We are to search for pathways where this can happen 

Vocabulary                                                                                                                                                          

Mixed Ecology – Combining traditional with modern, inherited with missional.  Oikos – Greek 

root of our word ‘household.”  People are still searching for sense of place, a sense of belonging   

Final Thoughts:   Are we at BF faithful and fruitful?   How have we adapted our mission to 

needs of people in our community?    Can we create “community” in places people actually 

live?   FE attempt to plant Gospel in networks where “dones” and  ”nones” live.                                                                                                                                                                

Closing Prayer 


